A erial and
U nderground
C onstruction

Rely on CCI for safety, know-how and results
Ensure your aerial or underground network
construction progresses smoothly and safely. Work
with CCI’s experienced, top-rated crews on projects
covering one mile to thousands of miles.
Aerial expertise starts with experience
We’ve been building aerial broadband plants
for more than 50 years. Many of our project
supervisors have 20-plus years of experience,
starting as aerial linemen.
Whether you need fiber-to-the-premises, fiber
interconnects, upgrades or new construction, CCI
delivers. Our aerial capabilities include:
-

Modified turnkey or labor-only projects

-

Strand installation

-

Lashing fiber, coax, twisted pair

-

Overlashing fiber, coax, twisted pair

-

ADSS fiber installation

-

Plant extensions and maintenance

Underground capabilities
build on know-how
Our underground construction experience spans
more than 50 years, with CATV, telephony and
municipal clients across the United States. CCI’s
project supervisors bring decades of experience
in complex projects, varied soil conditions and
tight schedules.

Our capabilities include:
		

Labor-only to turnkey service, for projects
of all sizes

-

Trenching cable, fiber or conduit

-

Plowing cable, fiber or conduit

-

Directional and pneumatic boring

		
-

Blow or pull cable/I.D. into new
or existing conduit
Complete restoration

Up-to-date equipment enhances efficiency
Our aerial fleet includes top-quality, precisionmaintained construction buckets and flatbed trucks.
Underground construction equipment includes the
most efficient plows, backhoes, trenchers, and
directional boring equipment, vacuum excavators
and fiber optic blowers. All working to keep your
project on time and within budget.
Safety emphasis minimizes downtime
Both aerial and underground crews are rigorously
trained and monitored to prevent accidents and
minimize downtime. Underground crews coordinate
with your state’s “one-call” system and utilities
whenever they dig. CCI invests in safety equipment,
training, pre-employment background checks and
testing. Our safety policies include daily equipment
inspection, weekly safety meetings, onsite audits
and regular site reviews.
Call now to get started
Call CCI Systems today to move ahead with your
aerial or underground project, safely, reliably and
cost-effectively: 855-337-9299.
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